Upper Harbor Terminal Agenda

Welcome

ZOOM for public meetings

MPRB update

CAC discussion

Public discussion
ZOOM

Stay on mute unless speaking

Staff and CAC identify themselves by participant name

Use the Chat Box to let us know if you have questions/comments

Moderators may need to turn off sound, or videos

Technical support – call/text Francisca Pass at 612-499-9074
Moderators

Robin Lewis, CAC Chair: facilitating

Kate Lamers, MPRB: responding to questions, moderator

Emma Pachuta, MPRB: moderator

Alyssa Gilmore and Crystal Passi: monitoring Chat box

Francisca Pass: technical support 612-499-9074

Logistical questions? Type them in the Chat box.
ZOOM - BASIC CONTROLS

MUTE / UNMUTE

VIDEO ON / OFF

PARTICIPANT NAME
ZOOM – PARTICIPANT CONTROLS
ZOOM - WAYS TO GIVE INPUT

Use the Chat Box to let staff know you want to speak

Or type your question/comment into the Chat Box and staff can read

If you do not have access to the Chat Box we will ask for audio only participants to weigh in (contact Francisca if you lose Chat function)

A record of the Chat Box is automatically produced with the meeting (even notes that are not to everyone)
MEETING FLOW

Expect a change in meeting flow – thanks for your patience

CAC Chair will ask MPRB to list out who has questions and comments to make

When a CAC member raises a question or comment, we will have discussion as needed before moving to the next topic

Go ahead and keep entering comments and questions – we want to make sure we get to them

We want to give people the opportunity to speak themselves

Let us know if you have a specific question for someone – helps facilitation

Staff may communicate with individuals via Chat Box to help with logistics or clarify their intent
COVID-19 PROJECT IMPACTS

2018 State funding and local funding still in place

Funding deadline of construction bidding in 2022 still in place

Reworking Community Engagement Plan for UHT project

First Phase of Park Improvements proceeding

City public infrastructure – roads and utilities still funded and proceeding

More project uncertainties:

- Development progression
- Future park funding for staffing and programming
- Future park funding for later capital improvements
REVISED ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

Engagement will extend to mid-summer because of pause

MPRB assumes no public gatherings for the duration of engagement

Requires revision of materials

Digital CAC meetings (ZOOM)

Increased online postings (such as presentations)

Online tools (including survey)

Mail out and physical posting opportunities

Liaisons and others assisting with strategies such as text and phone surveys
SUPPORTIVE ENGAGEMENT
ADAPTABLE PARK
SUPPORTIVE PARK
NORTHSIDE SERVING PARK
Meetings are best when organized and advertised in advance

Planned programming cannot take place – working on a short film instead

Team is working with MPRB and designers to incorporate ideas, opportunities, language

Reach out to Northside residents as best we can

May meetings:

- UHT project discussion with film (CAC and public meetings)
- MPRB Comprehensive Plan panel discussion (all invited)
NEXT STEPS

Park Improvements in the City Coordinated Plan

Hess Roise report on Upper Harbor Terminal Historic District and 2017 Report Update

May meetings:

- Dakota and Indigenous meeting

- Draft concepts presentation and discussion (including program, art, interpretation etc)

May / June: broad public engagement

June: CAC meeting to review draft concepts in more detail